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Changing priorization to have primary care contributing to 
health development : Moving away from a population –
disease centred  toward a people and community health 
centred approach 
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The future of primary care: proximity 

providers as part of a social system?
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Integration approach?
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The overall actual situation 
and some determinants? 
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The primary care as it is still in many
countries
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What possible future for 
primary care  human resources 

to be more in line with 
knowledge on health and 

determinants?
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Key questions

• The “multidisciplinary team” in PHC
• Is “medicalization” a good future for PHC? 
• Do we need professional social worker? Or social work is the community health 

workers prerogative?

• Training: 
• How should we change? 
• The place for inter-professional training? 

• Incentives for primary healthcare human resources: 
• Payment: Would it be possible to promote the “human” and “social” dimension 

rather than the “technical” dimension in work of PHC providers
• What form of continuous support? How to move way from the actual “pseudo-

supportive” supervision?  

ICIC18 – 18th International Conference on Integrated Care, 
Utrecht
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